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How to Curtain ¢ a 
Group of Windows 

By RUTH WYETH SPEARS 

6 EAR MRS. SPEARS: I want 
to tell you how much practi- 

cal help I have received from both 
of your books. I have been sew- 
ing for years but these books 
have explained many points that I 
never understood before. I am 
now planning new 
dress my living room up a bit. 
One group of three windows is 
especially difficult as the daven- 
port has to be placed in front of 
them. Can you give me a sugges- 
tion? I think I would like a plain 
valance without gathers or pleats 
across the top. How should this 
be made and hung? I have just 
made a beige slipcover for the 
davenport with green pipings and 
bands.—A. D. W.” 

I would use plain cream colored 
glass curtains for all three win- 
dows and overdrapes at the ends 

“VALANCE BOARD OVER WINDOWS 

  

      A 

only. A striped material in tones 
of tan and green and blue would 
be nice for the draperies with a 
narrow fringe edging in green and 
tan or green and blue. A valance 
board at the top of the windows is 
essential when a plain valance is 

used. This board should be four 
inches wide and % inch thick. It 
is screwed in place with L brack- 
ets. Ordinary metal curtain rods 
are placed just under it for the 
glass curtains and side drapes. 
The plain valance should be long 
enough to fit around the ends of 
the board and should be about six 
inches deep finished. It should 
be stiffened with an interlining of 
crinoline, and an allowance should 
be made at the top for a tuck or 
fold to be tacked to the board as 

shown. 

NOTE: Mrs. Spears’ Book 2— 
Gifts, Novelties and Embroidery 
has helped thousands of women to 
use odds and ends of materials 
and their spare time to make 
things to sell and to use. Book 1 
~—SEWING, for the Home Deco- 
rator, is full of inspiration for ev- 
ery homemaker. These books 
make delightful gifts. Mrs. Spears 
will autograph them on request. 
Books are 25 cents each. Crazy- 
patch quilt leaflet is included free 
with every order for both books. 
Address Mrs. Spears, 210 S. Des- 
plaines St., Chicago, Il 
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YOU,T00, SHOULD TRY 

CREOMULSION 
For Coughs or Chest Colds 

As Your Self-Control Is 
“You can never have a greater 

or a less dominion than that over 
yourself.” —Leonardo da Vinci. 

CONSTIPATED! 
Gas Crowds Heart. 

“For thirty years constipation caused 
Besdaches aad pine in the beck. a a 
bloating crowded my heart. Adlerika devika haidsd 
Ht away, Now I eat St + ple, 

I want and never feit better. 
rs. Schott, Two things happen when 

you are constipated, FIRST: A mulated 
wastes swell up bowels and press on nerves in 
She digestive tract, BECOND: Part] igeat- 
od food starts to deeay forming GAS, bei brine 
fas sour stomach, o $uduisstion, a and heart 
loating rou up until you sometimes poivin > fo 
breath, _Adlerika [2% es double relief with 
DOUBLE ACTION. Adlerika relieves 
BTOMACH GAS almost at once. It alten 
clears bowels in less than two hours. No 
ing, no after effects, just quick satulia. 
emmended by many doctors for 35 years, 

Sold at all drug stoves 

  

  

  

Afflictions and Grace 
Extraordinary afflictions are 

sometimes the trial of extraordi- 
nary grace, 

  

COLD Ss 
Headaches 
and Fever 
due te Colds sadn. TABLETS 

NOSE DROPS in 30 minutes. 

Try “Rub-My-Tism” ~a Wonderful Liniment 

MERCHANDISE 
Must Be GOOD 
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WHO'S 

NEWS 

THIS 

WEEK 
By LEMUEL F. PARTON 

EW YORK.—Dr. Robert H, God- 
dard, experimenting with rock- 

ets for the last 24 years, and stead- 

    
ily making progress, has had ag his 

goal the 
tration of 
higher 

phere, 

pene- 
Dr. Goddard 

Has Both Feet 

On This World 

of messages across the ocean, 

the possi- 

and 
sundry scientific inquiries to which | 
he has thought his unique gunnery 
might supply the answer. Although 
much Jules Vernish stuff has been 
written about his ‘‘rockets to the 
moon” and about shooting people 
across the Atlantic in a few min- 
utes, he has been an aloof and pa- 
tient scientist, intent on seeing only 
what he sees and not making any 
handsome promises. 

So far as this courier knows, 
the suggestion by Maj. James 
R. Randolph that rockets may 
replace heavy artillery, for long- 
range bombardment of cities, is 
the first official recognition of 
their possible use in warfare. 
He specifically cites the work of 
Doctor Goddard, at a time when 
Doctor Goddard is piling up 
new patents and getting some of 
his biggest sizzlers under con- 
trol. It is also the time when 
the tiny, motored plane, evolv- 
ing from the toy, and controlled 
by radio, is absorbing the inter- 
est of the army experimenters 
as a possible bomb-dropper. 
At Roswell, N. M., financed by the 

Daniel Guggenheim foundafion, 

Doctor Goddard has a unique desert 
laboratory with plenty of elbow 
room and sky room. He now has a 
gyro steering mechanism on his 
rockets, by which they may be ac- 
curately aimed. He has gained 30 
per cent in range over his best shots 

of two years ago, and is now forcing 
his rockets to a speed of 700 miles 
per hour. 

His most valuable contribution 
to rocketeering, noted by Major 
Randolph, is his continuous flow 
of power, instead of the single 
initial explosion. Gasoline and 
oxygen, mixing and exploding 

as they issue from a tail nozzle, 
give steady propulsion. 
Doctor Goddard, an amiable, 

assuming, baldish man, 

rocket experime 

un- 
began his 

nts at Clark univer- 
sity in 1914. He is a physicist, ab- 
sorbed in pure science, admitting 
that we might hit the moon with a 
rocket if we wanted to spend that 
much power, but so far he keeps 
down to earth on immediate and 
specific problems—and makes prog 
ress. 

T DOES begin to look as though 
scientists will be the loudest of 

when ‘Beulah Land 
the next singfest. 

Church and 

Test Tubes Are 

Teaming Up 

all 

rings out at 

Once upon a 
time, religionists 
locked warily 
whenever a man 

of science 
opened his 

mouth, because so many of them 
were arguing against a hereafter. 
But Sir Richard Gregory, with his 
“It is just as permissible to assume 
that another world awaits habita- 
tion of an exalted type of humanity 

as it is to believe in the eternal ex- 
istence of individuality,” is only the 
latest of many to hit the sawdust 
trail. 

Emeritus professor of asiron- 
omy, Queens college, London, is 
one of his present distinctions, 
and he is also a former editor 
of the magazine, Nature. The 
stars have been his chief guide 
for most of the years since he 
was born in 1864, How much 
their lessons helped him to his 
knighthood, 1919, and his baron- 
etcy, 1931, is a question. But 
certainly, along with his aec- 
knowledged interest in heaven, 
they must take responsibility fer 
his chief books, “The Vault of 
Heaven" and “Discovery, or the 
Spirit of Service of Science.” 

wil 

ROF. WALTER B. CANNON of 
Harvard avoided a mistake made 

by Howard Scott. When Mr. Scott 
appeared as the John the Baptist of 

technocracy, he 
started taking 
our measure for 
its immediate 
application, 

When Professor Cannon put out 
“biocracy’’ several years ago, as a 
cure for the ills of the “body poli- 
tic,” he made it clear that we could 
take it or leave it. Hence, while bi- 
ocracy is still in the suspense file, 
Professor Cannon finds honor and 
advancement as the newly-elected 
president of the American.Associa- 
tion for the Advancement of Science, 
which body is driving for some 
grand scale rationalization of sci- 
ence and society. That's the main 
idea of biocracy-a society which is 
not at war with the life force. 

He is one of the most distinguished 
physiologists in America, given to 
novel research. He is the discover- 
er of a method by which we may 
hear our brains ticking. 

Consolidated News Features. 
. WNU Bervice 

Cannon Cure 
Not Crammed 
Down Throats 

  
the | 

atmos- | 

ble catapulting 
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New Soft Styling ‘Technique 
  

Calls for Definite Fullness 

By CHERIE NICHOLAS 

F KEEN interest to seekers of 
the coveted ‘‘something differ- 

ent’ that adds zest to each season's 
modes are the excitingly new sil- 

houettes given to fashions through 
a soft styling technique that makes 

fullness its theme. 

The versatile ways in which 
new fullness is manipulated im- 

presses one. In some instances 
skirts are frankly full all around, 
inspired no doubt by the dirndl vogue 
that has been having a successful 
run for some time. The all-around 
pleated skirts will hold good 
foremost fashions not only for 
season and spring, 
prestige will endure the whole sum- 

mer through, Unpressed pleats is 
also a favorite method with design- 
ers for acquiring desired fullness. 
Then, too, there is the circular-cut 

skirt that measures yards around 
the hem. 
especially in the very new petti- 
coat versions which are made to 

reveal a swish of taffeta or a splash 
of white that repeats the pique neck- 

wear which finishes off the blouse. 

These petticoat dresses are provid- 
ing a big sens 

program. 

For women who cannot stand for 
wre than a certain amount of full- 

, the new skirts that make par- 
ar appeal show a 

treatment in that fey are sm 

at the back and hi with Rano 

yrought to the fre nt in gat 
pleated panels. In both 
evening clothes this idea is carried 
out. 

This matter of soft styling and in- 

triguing fullness is by no means con- 

mid- 

ontrol 

day and 

fined to the skirt but rather is con- | 

sistently worked throughout the cos- 

tume so as to preserve continuity in 

a unifying way. The smart coat 
and dress shown in the illustration 

the | 

among | 

but their style | 

It is getting lots of notice | 

ation on the new style | 

led | 

ooth | 

hered or | 

tell the story better than words. 
The stunning coat is typical of the 

new trend to fullness. It is made 
of a rustcolor wool in handsome 

| texture. The definitely full skirt is 
| balanced with a soft blouse top 

| which has roomy sleeves gathered 
| full into the wrist. A small muff 
| and a hat of red fox complete 
the ensemble, 

Very significant is this coat as to 

| new color trends for sprin 1g. In the 

early collections special emphasis is 
placed on the importance of rust 

| shades and mus yellows and 
kindred hues with jewelry accom- 

paniments of amber topaz and like 
| stones. For immediz ite wear style- 
alert women are selecting chic lit- 
tle dresses tailored of sheer woolens 
with a sophisticated simplicity 
that abounds in dramatic details. 

Rows and rows of shirring 
achieve fullness for the dress pic- 
tured. This very high-style model 
by International is the type sure 

| to call forth compliments wherever 
you go. Shirring at the waistline 
achieves a flattering dirndl The 

bodice above the slim mid-riff cor- 
selet adds a related soft touch. Hor- 

izontal shirring on the sleeves gives 

them that casual ‘‘pushed-up’ look 
that indicates ‘‘last word’ chic. Ex- 

| pert designing makes it a perfect 
| dress for a busy soci al calendar th at 

| carries from lunche« 

{ dinners and the theater. The 
i pins at the waistline are 

1 

| 
| 
i 

a tard 

  
three 

individual. A soft kid bag, kid 
loves and a simple felt hat with 

veil complete the costume. 
With her upsweep hair-do she wears 

| small, clip earrings foregoing any 
| ornaments at the V-neckline. 

© Western Newspaper Union, 

  

Smart Plaid Coat 

Plaids had such a good start this 
winter their style momentum is car- 
rying right through into the mid- 
season and early spring style pic- 
ture. A coat like the one shown 
here will prove a real joy during 
the coming months, The plaid it- 
self is in green and brown. The 
wide kindings of plain green en- 
hance the picture of a charming 
gay cont for winter. Large mother- 
olptart buttons add a final note 

| Pleated Vogue to 

Repeat Triumphs 
Pleat it! And again fashion says 

pleat it, which is exactly what de- 
signers are doing for spring. Only 

this time the pleatings are more so 
than ever. That is the pleated mood 
permeates the whole scheme of 
things from neckline to hemline. 

In the newer fashions it is not only 
the skirt that is pleated, but the 
whole thing, including blouse top 
sleeves and just as like as not a 
pleated bolero is added. 

The use of pleats is taking on a 
decidedly designful flair. The versa- 
tile way pleats are being handled is 
clever beyond words. You see rnost 
unique touches especially in blouse 
styling such as pleats brought down 
from each shoulder to tie in a soft 
knot at the girdle top. Surplice 
pleats that cross from shoulder to 
shoulder finishing in a bow at the 
waist-line with pleated streamers. 
Much of the charm of the newer 
print frocks lies in the fact of their 
lavish and unique pleatings, 

Flounces Return 
With a Flourish 

Of all things, guess what's com- 
ing! It's flounces on your new 
frocks. Yes'm flounces old-fashioned, 
now new-fashioned flounces. The 
idea of flounces has beer taken up 
by designers with a will and if you 
would be “first” in fashion you 
take your cue right now and select 
for your newest gown one of the 
smartly flounced versions. The 
flounce trend is as apparent in day 
dresses as in evening floor-length 
party frocks. 

Choice for Xveding 
The stiff silks being used for 
aT IT ies beins faille and 
feta, while moire and grosgrain 
the choice for stunning afternoon 
dresses.   

| eyeglasses, 
| and lip rouge. 

  

| Glasses es Need 
Not Detract 

From Beauty 
By PATRICIA LINDSAY 
OME beauty authorities stress 
eye make-up if you must wear | 

but I stress hair styling | 

In the first place, if your eyes 
are so weak that constant use of 

| glasses is necessary, the less you 
The | 

| simplest care of daily bathing with 
| a reliable lotion, and healing drops 

tamper with them the better. 

prescribed by your occulist, should 
be the extent of your fussing. Plenty 

of rest and eye exercise, of course, 
but no mascara nor eye shadow nor 

| penciling. 
brows, yes, and 

keep them trim. But do not pluck 
them to a thin line. Many physi- 
cians offer the opinion that too fre- 
quent plucking of the eyebrows 
weakens the eyes. So you see? 

Touch up your 

Concentrate on 

Hair and Lips 
Put on your glasses and sit be- 

fore your mirror. Comb your hai 
softly around your face. Chang 
your regular part. Experiment. 

In most cases, hair brought down 
softly over the ears, fluffed a bit to 
fall out on the chee k, just below the 
ear shaft of the glasses, is the most 

flattering. 

But if you are the sleek type, and 
comb your hair back from your 
face, then you must accent your 

lips to detract from the frames. Full 
lips of rich color, not deep, 

does a lot for u 

Sleek 
the r 

too 

style, 
manner in which you rouge your 

lips is most in Try two 
lip sticks. The lighter color for the 
upper lip, the deeper tone for the 
lower lip. Liquid lip rouge pain ted 
on with a fine brush and a steady 

hand, is the most lasting. It takes 
a little practice to apply it well, but 
it is worth the effort in the end. 

Keep your hair glossy, with daily 
care, and nicely set. Keep your 
skin clear and your teeth sparkling 
white; your brows trim and your 
lip coloring intact and I can vouch 
that your eyeglasses will be hardly 

noticed. 

If you feel the desire for some 
eye make-up rely on vaseline or a 
reliable eye oil with which to light- 
ly massage your lids and lashes. 
They glisten and give some depth 
to the eyes, and are also beneficial. 

Health Ess 

To Chorm 
A rule she 

portant. 

ential 

teaches is: ‘““Watch 
your health. Sleep, exercise and 
drink water. Too many women in 
this country are below par. Noth- 
ing reveals your character to people 
more quickly than the expression 
you carry, your voice and your state 

of health. 

“ig you are physically below par 
you mi ave a nervous disorder 
which shot 11d be taken care of, but 
otherwise you should be able to keep 
well by eating proper food at regu- 
lar hours, getting eight, nine or ten 

hours of sleep, and by exercising 
in the fresh air and sunlight. 

“Don’t always complain of being 
tired and of things making you nerv- 
ous. If your health is good you are 
not nervous, merely cranky, and 
people soon discover it. If your 
health is poor do something about 
it.” 

Strong words, aren't they? And 
here are some more well worth di- 
gesting and particularly suited to 
the growing girl. 

“Don’t count on being only beauti- 
ful. You can overestimate the ap- 
peal of a beautiful foot, a tiny waist 
or long lashes. Cultivate wit, hu- 
mor, tact, genuineness. Pay atten- 

tion to your posture, carriage and 
gesture. Develop gentleness of ges- 
ture, a pleasing manner. Be yield- 
ing in your dealing with others, nev- 
er dictatorial, never too aggressive. 
And above all things be particular 
about your personal appearance. 
Dress neatly, appropriately, 

© Bell Syndicate, WNU Service. 

  

  

HINT-OF-THE-DAY 
    

and | 
| with an eye to the decorative. Nev- 

er, never be overdressed!” 

Ask Me Another 
@ A General Quiz 

The Questions 

1. Was John Witherspoon the 
| only preacher who signed the Dec- 
| laration of Independence? 

2. Are there as many Indians in 
| the United States today as there 

| were at the time of the Battle of 
the Little Big oon? 

3. Who was the first Roosevelt 
to come to this country? 

4, What is a digamist? 

5. Is a knot or nautical mile 
longer or shorter than a land 
mile? 

The Auswers 

1. Yes. 
2. There are more Indians in 

America today than were 
in 1876, the year of the battle. 

3. Accor amg to gen gists the 

first Roosevelt to come to this 
country was pi: Ph Martenzen van 
Roosevelt, in 1640, 

4, Anyone married 
| second time. 

5. The land mile is 5,280 feet; 
the nautical mile is 6,080 feet, or 

800 feet longer. 

there 

legally the 

  

HOW TO RELIEVE 

COLDS 
Siemply Follow These Easy Directions 
to Ease the Pain and Discomfort and 
Sore Throat Aaya | Colds 

discomfort and reduce 
fever take 2 Bayer 
Tabiets—drink a glass 
of water. Repeat In 

  
  

THE SIMPLE WAY pictured 
above often brings amazingly fast 
relief from discomfort and sore 
throat accompanying colds. 

Try it. Then — see pour doctor. 
He probably will tell you to con- 
tinue with the Bayer Aspirin be- 
cause it acts so fast to ‘relieve dis- 
comforts of a cold. And to reduce 
fever. 

This simple way, backed by 
scientific authority, has largely sup- 
planted the use of strong medicines 
in easing cold symptoms. Perhaps 
the easiest, most effective w ay yet 
discovered. But make sure you get 
enuine BAYER 
pina. > 

150m 12 Tasers 
2 FULL DOZEN 25¢ 

  

Will to Peace 
World peace in the long run de- 

pends upon a universal will to 
peace. 
  

BLACKMAN 

STOCK AND POULTRY 
MEDICINES 

§ Are Dependable RB 
© Blackman 's Medicated Lick-A-Brik 

3 © Blackman s Stock Powder B® 

© Blackman 's Cow Tonic 

B+ Bieckmen's Hos Powder B 
© Blackman 's Poultry Powder 

a * Blackman 's Pouitry Tablets 
© Blackmen's Lice Powder 

 mGHEST QUALTY-LowEsT cost [Jj 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
OR YOUR MONEY BACK ® 

| a" FROM YOUR DEALER 

BLACKMAN 
- BsTOCK MEDICINE CON 

| 

! 
i 
: 
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Care of the Hair 

Not all women can afford the lux- 
| ury of having their hair done by a 
| professional every week. But with | 

a little practice, you can do a pro- | 
fessional job yourself. 

Cleanliness of the hair is the first 
requisite. This means a good sham- 
poo at regular intervals. Then 
choose a hairdress that you can han- 
dle yourself. Stay away from any- 
thing elaborate or extreme. That 
requires a really professional touch. 

If you want curls, make them 
few and substantial. The trick 
combs that curl and comb at the 
same time are a big help. For 
grooming, the maker of one of these 
combs has a quick drying lacquer 
that makes an excellent setting flu. 
id. The bottle has an atomizer, per. 
mitting you to spray the lacquer 
where you want it. 

This lacquer helps tremendously 
with the new high hairdo. Spray 
it on the stragglers at the back of 
your neck and comb them flat. Your 
hair will stay in place for a long 

The Point of View 
One's view depends upon one's 

point of view, 
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